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English Maths Foundation subjects 

Practice these spellings, can you write them in a sentence? 
 
Palace       Queen        greedy 
Miller        Gold          poor 
Child         Forest        straw  

 Length and Height - Find these objects around your house 
and measure their length and height either in CM or M 
 
A bed       A chair      A table 
A door      A TV         A toy 
A book      A car        A box (any size!) 

 PSHE - What can help us grow and stay healthy?   
Good mood food cups (See recipe attached to homework menu) 
This activity encourages the children to consider which foods will 
affect their mood in a positive way and help them consider 
swapping a less healthy snack for a healthy snack. 

 

This half term we are learning the story of Rumpelstiltskin 
by Brothers Grim. 
 
 Learn about the Brothers Grimm who wrote the story. 
Who were they and which other famous stories did they 
write? 

 Position, Direction and Movement 
Write a set of directional instructions on how to get from 
your sofa to your bed. Remember to use vocabulary like: 
turn a quarter turn clockwise, turn a half turn anti-
clockwise, walk forward 2 steps. 

 Art – Messy Art! 
Fill empty egg shells with your  
favourity coloured paints and  
then simple throw them at a piece of  
paper, canvas or ever cardboard! See 
what you create! 
 

 

This half term we will also be looking at ‘The Teacher 
Pleaser Machine’. Create your own machine! Explain how 
your machine works, what does it do? How do you use it? 
Try to use bossy verbs and time connectives  

 Time- Draw these times on a clock face 
Half past 2          Quarter to 3 
6 o’clock              10 o’clock  
Quarter past 8      Quarter past 11 

 Science  
This term is science we are looking at general investigations. Your 
homework investigation is to make sugar crystal sparklers! See 
experiment sheet attached. 

 

Challenge activity 
Write your own Rumpelstiltskin story! What mischievous 
things is he going to get up to in your story? 
 

 Challenge activity 
John is looking at the number of seconds in a minute. 1 
minute = 60 seconds 2 minutes = 120 seconds. He says 
“120 is double 60. So to find our 3 minutes I need to 
double 120.” Is he correct? How do you know? 

 Challenge activity 
History/Computing 
This half term we are learning all about Guy Fawkes and the 
gunpowder plot. Research interesting facts about Guy Fawkes 
and create a poster about him. You could use this as an 
opportunity to practice your word document skills on the 
computer! Don’t worry if you don’t have access to word at home. 

 

Please read to an adult at least three times a week and tell them 

about the book you are reading: Who are the main characters? 

Where does the story happen? What might happen next?
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